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Today’s Session

• Why/why not to decarbonise industrial clusters now

• A tattered history UK CCS competitions

• A renewed focus on industrial clusters

• Industrial Decarbonisation Challenge

• The politics of industrial clusters

• Tensions between support for industry and support for 
industrial decarbonisation

• A changing role for the public in CCUS deployment and 
some early insights on the politics of industrial 
decarbonisation
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Pros and Cons of Industrial Decarbonisation

• Many good reasons NOT to prioritise industrial 
decarbonisation and leave until ‘later’
– Relatively few ‘easy’ technical solutions/hard to electrify

– Concerns over leakage and simply shifting emissions abroad

– International competitiveness considerations makes it difficult 
for governments to exert much regulatory pressure on energy-
intensive firms

• Some reasons for acting sooner
– Difficult for any one firm to act alone/infrastructure needs

– Efforts to halt demise of many industrial clusters in AICs

– Appeal of ‘green industrial clusters’ framing

– Strong political leverage of industrial areas in national politics of 
many key countries
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A tattered history of UK CCS Competitions

1) 2002-2007 First large-scale CCS power/hydrogen 
project proposed by BP at Peterhead (£500m) Project 
cancelled due to ‘government delays’

2) 2007-2011 First UK competition (£1bn focused on 
coal projects Longannet retrofit) Project cancelled 
due to ‘budget disagreements’

3) 2012-2016 Second UK competition (£1bn with wider 
remit narrowed down to two projects Peterhead and 
White Rose) Projects cancelled 6 months before 
funding was to be awarded
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Reiner, DM. "Learning through a portfolio of carbon capture and storage 

demonstration projects." Nature Energy 1.1: 15011 (2016).



Little project awareness even locally
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EPRG carried out four focus groups in Scotland in January 2017 with 
36 citizens: one in Aberdeen (n=8), and one in Edinburgh (n=9) and 
two in Peterhead(n=10 and n=9), 

R Ostfeld and DM Reiner (2020). Public views of Scotland's path to decarbonization: Evidence 
from citizens' juries and focus groups, Energy Policy 140, 111332 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2020.111332
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Rebooting CCUS -> Focus on Industrial Clusters

Nov 2015-Jul 2018 
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A focus on hydrogen
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March 2021 Industrial Decarbonisation Strategy released



Main clusters
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2017 vs 2019 elections and the eroding ‘red wall’
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2019 election: 

Red Wall Seats and 

manufacturing jobs

An improved political 

economy for CCS?



Conservative Gains in 2019 & Manufacturing Jobs
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Role for manufacturing in UK economy
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EPRG survey 14-17 June 2021



But very different demographics of support

• For those claiming manufacturing is ‘most important to the 
future of the UK economy’ there were some regional 
differences, ex: London (8%) vs North of England (13%) but 
even sharper divisions along other dimensions:

– Conservative voters (18%) >> Labour voters (6%)

– Older (65+) respondents (18%) >> Young (18-24) (5%)

– Lower social grade/’blue-collar’ workers (C2DE) (15%) 
>> ‘white-collar’ workers/managers (ABC1) (8%)

– Male (14%) > Female (9%)

– Brexit referendum vote: Leave EU (19%) >> Remain in EU 
(7%)
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Role for Industrial Clusters in UK economy
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Similar demographic breakdown of support

• Conservative voters (14%) >> Labour voters (8%)

• Older (65+) respondents (20%) >> Young (18-24) (5%)

• Lower social grade/’blue-collar’ workers (C2DE) (12%) >> 
‘white-collar’ workers/managers (ABC1) (8%)

• Male (12%) > Female (7%)

• Vote on Brexit referendum Leave EU (16%) >> Remain in EU 
(6%)
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Support for Industrial Decarbonisation Challenge
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The UK has recently launched an Industrial Decarbonisation Challenge  to enable significant reductions in 
CO2 emissions from industrial clusters across the UK. The stage one deployment projects, supported by 
over £261 million in funding from industry and £171 million in government funding, include:
- Scotland’s Net Zero Infrastructure (projects near Peterhead and Grangemouth near Falkirk)
- Net Zero Teesside project
- Zero Carbon Humber
- HyNet North West Carbon Capture Utilisation and Storage (CCUS) (near Chester/Liverpool)
- South Wales Industrial Cluster (SWIC)
- Green Hydrogen for Humber 



Demographics of support FLIP on Decarbonisation

• Stronger regional differences London (32%) vs North 
(11%)

• Conservative voters (11%) << Labour voters (26%)

• Older (65+) respondents (18%) << Young (18-24) 
(32%)

• Lower social grade/’blue-collar’ workers (C2DE) (15%) 
< ‘white-collar’ workers/managers (ABC1) (20%)

• Male (19%) ~ Female (16%)

• Vote on Brexit referendum Leave EU (12%) << Remain 
in EU (23%)
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Some tentative takeaways

• Key stage in the UK debate was reframing CCUS (and 
hydrogen) policy to focus on industrial clusters

• UK experience offers lessons to other key countries 
considering industrial decarbonization on the need to 
align with wider industrial policy/political economy

• First steps have been promising but difficulties loom

– Are governments ultimately ready to make the scale of 
investments necessary?

– Supporters of industrial clusters are not the same as those 
supporting decarbonising industrial clusters, which may lead 
to tensions in maintaining support
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